
For the ultimate in elegance, practicality and convenience,

complete your kitchen with Thermador warming drawers and

microwaves. Available in designs to coordinate perfectly with

either your Professional or Masterpiece oven, they’re the

perfect finishing touch. 
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Our convection warming drawer is the perfect combination of uncompromising performance and unique 

convenience features. Its exclusive ceramic warming surface not only heats faster and more evenly to keep food

hot until it’s ready to serve—it’s also easier to clean. A special convection mode offers superior heat distribution,

allowing you to warm tall stacks of dinner plates evenly and quickly. We’ve also added a unique touch-control panel

with a digital display for easy activation and temperature monitoring and kept the sides of the drawer open for easy

accessibility. With a chiseled profile that perfectly complements the new Masterpiece™ Series and our fully 

flush-mounted design, it will integrate seamlessly with your appliances as well as your cabinetry.

CONVECTION
WARMING DRAWERS

30"

WDC30E
Warming drawer unit

WDF30EP
Stainless steel 

Professional handle

WDF30ES
Stainless steel

Masterpiece handle 

WDF30EB
Black 

Masterpiece handle

Convection warming drawer may be installed with your own custom front

panel or with one of our coordinating front panels (shown above).

36"

WDC36E
Warming drawer unit

WDF36EP
Stainless steel 

Professional handle

2007 AWARD WINNER



CONVECTION WARMING

The 400-watt convection heater allows you to evenly, quickly and
effortlessly heat large stacks of plates and can even be used to
dehydrate food, such as fruit.

CONVECTION WARMING DRAWERS

EASY ACCESS

The open sides make it easier
and more convenient to load
and remove plates and food
from the spacious 2.0 cubic
foot drawer cavity.

CERAMIC SURFACE

The exclusive 600-watt
glass-ceramic heating surface
features numerous conducting
paths to ensure quick and even
heating and is so easy to clean,
you can place food directly on
the surface.

EASY CUSTOM
PANEL INSTALLATION

Because the drawer and the
door are separate units, it’s
easy to match the door to
existing cabinetry, while the
fully flush-mounted design 
lets you achieve a seamless
appearance. Together, these
features offer the ultimate 
in design flexibility.

TELESCOPIC RAILS

These rails feature a telescoping
ball-bearing design for smooth
opening and closing that
supports up to 55 lbs.

TOUCH CONTROL

This convenient feature boasts
a digital display to easily
activate and monitor any one
of the 4 temperature settings.
It also includes an electronic
timer, a hot-surface indicator,
an automatic shut-off feature
and Sabbath mode.
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TRADIT IONAL
WARMING DRAWERS
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Stainless steel warming drawer with 

Masterpiece handle.

27"

Stainless steel warming drawer with

Masterpiece handle.

30"

Stainless steel warming drawer with

Professional handle.

30"

stainless:        WD27ES

black:            WD27EB

stainless:        WD30ES

black:            WD30EB

For the ultimate in elegance, practicality and convenience, complete your Thermador kitchen with a spacious,

built-in warming drawer. Keep food warm until every dish is ready to be served, or preheat food to the perfect

temperature for a truly gourmet experience. It’s the ultimate indulgence for the culinary enthusiast.

WD30EPstainless:



microwave: MCES
27" trim kit: MCT27ES
30" trim kit: MCT30ES

stainless

microwave: MBES
27" trim kit: MET27ES
30" trim kit: MET30ES

stainless

microwave: MBEB
27" trim kit: MET27EB
30" trim kit: MET30EB

black

microwave: MCEB
27" trim kit: MCT27EB
30" trim kit: MCT30EB

black

CONVECTION & TRADIT IONAL
MICROWAVES

TRADITIONAL
Stainless steel MBES microwave with

trim kit. Trim kits available in 27" and

30" in black or stainless steel.

CONVECTION
Stainless steel MCES convection

microwave. Trim kits available in 

27" and 30" in black or stainless steel.

Thermador's trademark engineering excellence brings practicality and elegance to your kitchen with our 10-

power-level microwave ovens. Choose from traditional or convection models. The convection model combines

a convection oven with a microwave oven to give you the best of both worlds. Use it in microwave mode for

fast heating, or in convection mode as an extra oven. And to perfectly integrate the traditional model with your

Masterpiece or Professional Series wall oven, we offer a handsome, matching lift door.
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LIFT DOOR

New oven lift door conceals your
microwave behind a coordinating 

stainless steel door. 

Masterpiece:      LFTD30M
Professional:        LFTD30P

Visit Thermador.com for availability.

stainless 

*

FOR CONVECTION MICROWAVES

microwave: MBESLFTD*

For use with LFTD30M or  

LFTD30P lift doors.




